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Abstmct. W日studythεb巴h日viorof weak solutions of thε Dirichlet problem in lhe 
neighborhood of an ir巴gul品rjJoint of thεboundary for a clas of Cjuasilinear eliptic 
巴Cjuations
.1 Introduction. 
The energy estimate with a of solutions of the Dirichlet problem for linear 
elliptic equations was obtained Kondrat'e叫seeTheorem 3.3 in [1J )， wher局ehe considered 
in the of an irregular point of the and the 1S a potential 
function its singularity at th1S His 111εthod is to make use of a 
technique fOI噌 aFredholm equation. A furthεr developement was made 
Kopachek and Oleinik [2J from the view of Sai此 Venant'sprinciple in 
1n [2J the pointwise estimate with a was proven 
When the i8 there are many pap己rsconnected with the up 
to the boundary. For Koshelev [3J proved the Hol白rcontinuity 叩 tothe 
boundary Ior weak solutions of thεDirichlet problem for quasilinear必 ellipticsystems. F 01' 
this purpose he prepared an energy estimate with a weight緬
When the is not smooth and thεequations are it seems to us that 
the behavior of weal王solutionsat the boundary is unknown. II1 this paper we consider the 
solution of quasilinear of Leray-Lions type (see [4J or [5J). And using 
other approaches、wεaU-energy estimate with a weight for the solution in the 
neighborhood of 3n irrεgular point. The weight used here is a poter山alfunction‘which 
differs somewhat from the usual 01ι 
2. Assumpti.ons and resuU. 
LεU1bεa bounded domain in the n-dimensional Euclid色anspacε R" with the boundary 
1) Presεnt address: INTEC Toyama， Japan 
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δn and the c10sure We denotεthe point x in Rn. It is assumed that n 
is in the upper half space {ぬ>O} and an contains the O. There is no a部umption
on the smoothness of an. Thus 0 is an point and n isconvex at O. 
Let ηE Rl and 1;二，・・・?ふ)ε ，九Te consider the nート1functionsη， 1;)(iニ
1， . ， . ，η) andη9ご)defi凶 inf)，>くR1xRn. We assume that Ai' B εCO(Q×R;× 
Hereafter al constants are denoted simply by the leUer C. 
First we state our precise assumptions on Ai and B. 
1) a"， E CO (昂×R;×RUJbrLjニ ly '0.' n 
There is a positive function such that k(x) I x I (l-nJ/2 E三V(，Q，)and 
ギフ ξ) I :豆CI1;1ート長




2) For everyε> 0 there is a number o' > 0 with the 
R削 l
that for any (η?ξ)ε 
laと勾pξ) ザ，e;ll<εフ
iflx-YI<δ 
(A. 3) There is a constant Co such that 
Co I s I2:'0三θI;jAi η，ξ)Si c) 2) 
for x，ザヲ ξandc=(c]， ，.， E Rn. 
4) We have 
1]， ξ) I .豆Mo( IηI + I t;I )十k(エ)，
I 勿?と)-キ I:孟Clt;ーと|
for x，伊フ ξand1;'， where is the function in (A. 1) and Mo is a 
determined later deoendin叉 onCo，{o.ξ， A;} and the diameter of n. 
constant 
5) 
小石， 1;')二ぷ1 小石トザ)dl， 
we can v汀
aiJ η) /;jξ')=g(η，ξ，ξ) cij， 
where al Cij are constants and the matrix is symrnetric and definite. 
By the mean value theorε111 we have 
2) The notation of th芭sumis abbr色viated
Quasilinぜareliptic equatio叩S
A; (x，η?ξ)-Ai (Xヲ η，l;') 
=(あー あ)aij (x， 1]， l;'， ご-l;').
Writing A = (A1， • ・ 6 句 An) ， we obtain the following inequalities from (A. 1) and (A. 3) : 
(2. 1) (A ~x ， η ， l;)-A(x，恥 ξ'))・ (ξ-l;')
ミCoIξ-l;' 1 2， 
(2. 2) A(x，η，ξ)・位Co1ξ12-;-n刷 1l; 1. 
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The norm and the innerゅ productin l}(0) are simply denoted by 1 1 and (ヲ)
respectively. We define 1 u 1 1 = 1引 1. The completion of 0 (0) with日spectto the 
norm 1 1 1 isdenoted by H~ (0)， where C~ (0) is the set of al functions in c1 (H) with 
compact suppoτt in n. The dual space of H~ (0) is written by H-l (0). We defi問
A(u)ニー マ。 A u，マu)ートB(x.u，マU).
Then A is an operator from H~ (0) to H-1 (0). 
From (2. 2) and (A 4) we have for u E (0) 
(A(u)， u)討 1マU 12-;-nん k(x)1引 1此
-J a [Mo{ 1 u 1 + 1マu1 )斗 1u 1 dx 
(by Cauchy's inequality) 
寸Co1 u 1 ~ -C 1k 1 2 
Hence we obtain 
(A(u)， u)/ 1u 1 1→∞， if 1 u 1→∞. 
That眠 Ais coercive in H~ (0). Therefore there exsits 14 in H~ (0) of the eq回 tion
(2.3) A(u)二 f
fo1' any given fE三万一I(H)(see e. g. [5J). 
Forαwith 0<α<1 we set 
(2. 4) ゆ(x)ニ (1十ぶ1 1 x 1 勺α.
Fo1' 14， V εc~ (0) we define 
(u， v)ニ(ゆマu，マv)十((←マゆ)u，v) 
and 
1 u 1二 Ja云:-UJr• 
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Later we shall see thatφis positive in 0. Let Va (0) be the completion of C~ (0) with the 
norm 1 1. It is natural thatに(0)is a Hilbert space containing H~ (0) properly. The 
dual space of v:(0) is denoted by V-1 (0). 
Our object is to prove 
THEOREM. Suppose that the eqωtion (2. 3)加sno more t，加none solution 仇 H~ (0). 
Let αsatisfy the inequality (4. 1) in Section 4. Let 1εH-1 (0)αndφ/ε V-1(0). Then 
the solution u 01 (2. 3)ゐ仇冗(0).
Remark. By Lemma 2 in the next section， the assumption 4>1ε V-1(0) means that 
fε H-1 (0). 
3. Lemmas. 
The following lemma holds for the function φdefined in (2. 4) : 
LEMMA 1. We have lor Xn註O
lマ(Xn1 X 1 -n) 1ミ 1X 1 -n， 
ムφ=α(α-1)ゆ(a-2llα|マ(ゐ 1X 1→) 12
and 
lWl=VZ r(-W)山
Prool. The first inequality is clear. The remained inequalities are deduced from the 
well-known equality D. (ゐ 1X 1→) =0. Q. E. D. 
LLEMMA 2. 1/φ山 fε V-1(0)， th仰/E H-1 (0). 
Proo/. It is enough to show that 
(3.1) 1(/，v)1壬C1 v 1 1 for v εC~ (0). 
By the assumption on / we have 
1 (/， v) 1 ;豆C1φ 1/2V 11. 
From Lemma 1 itfollows that 
1 4>-1 Vφ1， 1 (マφ)山 φ-1/21豆C<lfor Xn>O. 
Further the inequality 1<1 v 1豆CIIマv1 is well-known. Combining these inequalities， 
we obtain (3. 1). Q. E. D. 
By (A. 3) and (A. 5) we have for S ε Rn 
Go 1 S 1 2三五g(η， ご， .;') Gij Si Sj・
Quroli幻長官rcl:台、tic eqllati仰 'ZS 1宮
And by (A緬 1)there is a positive constθmt C¥ such that 
η?と?とf)Cij t;iむ手 c11 S 1 2. 
Letλi} be the台igenγaluesof the matrix 
colsl2~五 ξ， &"')玄 λzC1亘 Cl1 S I2 
uniformly for平， &"， 1;' and S. This implies immediately that 
2) (2三g(η，ξ，&"')三三ら?
whereらニ (λi) andら二三c!/min Hence， puttingγ 十c3)/2，we have 
3) 1 g(η， 1;， γ1 .三(らー ら)/2.
N ow we take a non-singula:r matrix Sl1Ch that whe:rεO" is the 
Kronecker's delta. Let us introduce two coordinates transformations x' = and X"= 
， whe:re is an orthogonal matrix satisfying that xよ ois equivalent to X';，討。 We
set 
ψ 二(1十 1x" 1一η)α(二制x")).
Obviously iS to it(エ)， that is， 
4) c， ct 玉ψ 三玉 (仏>0)
in Xn主 O
We define 
Aψ v)= . A u， VV)十 U，マ1)
and 
Aψ(u)二 Aψ
We shall see that 1) is an operator司 from1-: (0) x ~ to 1/-1(0). 
The following lemma hoids : 
LEMMA 3 
( i ) u→Aψ お bounded ~ to 1/-1(0). 
(ii)Vu巴ピ(0)， v→Aψ v)おhemicontinuousand bounded 間的
(ii)γv E ~(n)， u→Aψ v)おheml:continuousand bounded 1-: to 
First we note the inequa1ities 
1'¥1ψ|壬C ct(x") 1 .壬CIマゆ 1，
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whereマx"=(δx;'，， . ， dx"J and x" = (x~， . . . ， <)Combining these inequalities， Lemma 1， 
(A. 1) and (A. 4)， We see that for u， v， w E Va (0) 
1 (Aψ(u， v)，ω) 1 :豆C11ω11 (1 + 1u 1+ 1v 1). 
Thus ( i ) andthe boundedness in both (ii) and (ii) follow. 
The hemicontinuity in (ii) is clear from the inequality 
IAψ(u， Vl十λV2)，ω)一(At(u，v1 +μぬ)， w) 1 
豆CIλ一μ|・1v211・1wlll. 
We prove the remained part. We easily see that 
1 (Aψ(Ul +λt0" v)，ω)一(Aψ(Ul+μ偽，v)， w) 1 
話 1ctI/2(A(x， u1 +λ偽，¥7v)-A (x， U1 +μ偽，¥7v) 1. 1 w 1
十 1φ1/2(B(x，Ul十λ偽，¥7v)-B(x， U1十μ偽，マv)1・1wll 
and A (x， U1 +λZゐ，マv)→A(x，U1 +μZら，マv)，
B(X，Ul+λ偽，マv)→ B(x，Ul +μt0"マv)almost everywhere in 0， ifλ→μ. Hence by virtue 
of (A. 1) and (A. 4) we can apply the Lebesgue's convergence theorem. Hence the 
hemicontinuity in (ii) is valid. Q. E. D. 
LEMMA 4. lf {uμ} converges weakly to U仇に(0)，there exおtsa subsequence {u v } 
such that for any v ε 冗(0)，Aψ(uv' v) convergesωeaklyωAψ(u， v)仇 V-l(O)and 
(Aψ(uν， v)， uJ converges to (Aψ(u， v)， u). 
Proof. By Lemma 1， cþl匂με H~(O) and 1マ(φ1/2Uμ)1孟CIluμ11孟C. Hence 
{ct 1!2Uν} converges strongly toφ1/2U in V(O)， which implies Uv (x)→ u(x) almost every-
where in O. From this {一ψv・A(x，uv'マv)}converges weakly to -ψマ・ A(x，u，マv)
in V-l(O) similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3. Further we see that {φ1/2B(x， uv'マv)}
is uniformly bounded in V(O) and B(x， uν，マv)→B(x，u，マv)almost everywhere in O. 
Thus， as is well-known， {φ山 B(x，uv'マv)}converges weakly to ctI/2B(x， u，マv)(see e. 
g. page 12 in [5J). From the above it follows that {Aψ(uv' v)} converges weakly to 
Aψ(u， v) in Va(O). 
Obviously， (Aψ(u， v)， uν-u)→ O. Hence it is enough to show that (Aψ(uv' v)-
Aψ(u， v)， Uv - u)→O. Indeed， 
(Aψ(uv' v)-Aψ(u， v)， Uv - u) 
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=(A (x， uv'マv)-A(x， u，マv)，マ(ψ(uν-u)))
+(B(x， uν'マv)-B(x，u，マv)，ψ(uv- u). 
Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3， we can apply the Lebesgue's convergence theorem 
for the first term on the right-hand side of this equality. The second term converges to 
zero， sinceφ1/2UV} converges strongly to rt1/2u in V(O). Thus we complete the proof. 
Q.E. D. 
LEMMA 5. lfαsatisjies 
(…i/互 <21C2(い)， 
then there is a cons仰 1tC such that for u， vεVa，(O) 
(Aψ(u， u)-Aψ(u， v)， u-v)註 C1φυ2(U-V) 12. 
Proof. We can write 
(3. 5) (Aψ(u， u)-Aψ(u， v)， u-v) 




From (A. 3)， (A. 4) and (3. 4) we have 
(3.6) 11主 Co1φ(x")山マ(u-v)12 
and 
(3. 7) 13 孟 C1 rt1/2マ(u-v)1・1rt山 (u-v)1 . 
and 
To estimate h， we decompose it into the two terms: 
ι1=(δ弔(u-v).aij(O， u，マv，マ(u-v))，(u-v)δ'x，ψ) 
h.2 = (dx， (u-v)・[a;ix，u， V'v，マ(u-v))
ぬAO，u， V'v，マ(u-v))] ， (u-v)δx，ψ). 
By (A. 5) we see 
ι1=(δx，(u-v)・[g(u，マv，マ(u-v))一γ]， Cij(u-v)δx，ψ) 
十γ(δIXj(u-v)， Cij(u-v)δx，ψ)， 
where γis the number in (3. 3). 
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Let x" be the nεw variable 
see that 
in the definitioil of ψFor any t';vo /， h， we 
-θ hニマ
Hence rewriting the inner product (the of by ( ，ん(1 we have frol11 (3. 6) 
L丞ら 11φ(XFF)MVx(M U)ll:， 
where C2 is the number in Further intεgrating parts， we obtain 
12 • 1 二七 11 ( マバ州
トー( て7V，マ~ γ] 
(3.3) and Lemma 1， we see that 
|川([旬仰U，¥1v， マ(似u-v吋)) γ叫](似釘 U吋)マ ψQゆ刷&(いx"
斗仏 らω)亡(!{川|川( マ"if;剥仰W〆川(付ザV〆f川"))1/戸υ刈/β吋2可(Uωμ U州)川1
ω J l α 
← v) 1x・
Here we use and L臼nmo.1. thatー ムx"φis toー ム (x)，we 
have our 
L ト~ C5 1u -v 1 。
Let εbe any positiγeηmnber. From 2) there is a numberδ>0 such tho.t 
η9ごヲ ξ'}- 0，η1 ~， ξ') 1 <ε
for 1 くよ We take a function x (x)ε{I 1くδ}) such that X ニ 1io 1 x 1 < 
We write 
h，2ニ (θ -v).X U，て7v， -
v))J ，一υ)
ト υ) . (1- [α U，マv，
j U)マv， -v))J ， 
Then using Lemma 1， ¥;ve 00t31n 
主 1u -v 1 2 - 1 u -v 1 2. 
previously ε as suf臼ficien技叫tはlysma!l and com百1bi対ning(β3.7η)， (β3.β8め)and thiおsinequality， we 
complete the proof. Q. K D. 
4. Propo!liHIHR!l. 
H the stronger 
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(Aψ(仏 u.) u-v)孟O
holds in place of the conclusion in Lemma 5， Aす v)is just P配 udo-monotonein the sense 
of [5J. However， from Lemmas 3， 4 and 5 Aψ 1') bεcomes pseudo-monotone. Its 
proof is quite parallel to that of Proposition page 181 in [5J. Thus ¥1ぽ have
PROPOSITION 1. Il a ? ?




，η，0，ξ')- 0， 17， 0， 1;') I . 
1月'1e shall prove 
PROPOSITION 2. Ifα 
2/ζ1 ーら)十 (min(λi)-1J 
く
the operator Aψ(21) is coerciveβ'om Vσ(，0，) /0 
From the proof of Lemma 5 we havεfor UE 1う
川=(Aψ u)-Aψ 0)，u-O)+ ψ 0)， u) 
l 
主 C21ゆ切 1~十7γ11 (- 1 i 
がら)/己11(山川2U1 x 11φ(川
， [aij(x. u， 0，マu)-aiAO.U， 0， ， ψ) I 
I (A u， 0)， マ(ψu))I 一 I (B(x， u， マ ψu) I . 
Since cijax/.aJ = IマxグI2 for any function we see 




ψ1・Iax，u I孟 (λ1マx"φ(x")I ' I 
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From this and Lemma 1 itfollows that 
u 0 u，O，マu)-a;j(O，u， マu)J， uδ~x， 
主玉 nM1 行三J日 x砂川12U1 x' 1o 1 x・
Further from (A 1) and 2) we see that 
1 (A u， 0)，マ 1.豆 C 1 1 x 1 ([刀)121 • 
(11(ームx'φ11xート 1ゆ山マx"u1 x) 
三玉 C 1u 1 
and 
U，マ 1 ~玉 Mo 1 1 x (11 o 1 x十 1ゃいつ1/2マul.J
トC1 1 x 1 (l-n)12 1 0 1や山μ11x・
Using 4) and Lemma 1， we have 
Hence we get 
1ゆ IX豆 CIIマ 1
豆Cilu 11. 
u，て 1~玉 C 1 u 1( 11;0 1 u 1十1)，
the constant suitably， we obtain the estimate from the above 
mentioned: 
州 ιド 1 1 : 
十七 1( ム川
ーパミ~ [主C3- 十nM[ 川ー1] 
マ"φ11x' 11φ(x勺112マ"u1 x 
CII u 11. 
From our assumption on α， this becomes 
(Aψ u)孟C61 U 12 - C 1 u 1， 
where C6 >0. Therefore， ifuE三日(n)and 1 u 1→∞， 
then 
ψ111 ulll→∞? 
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which implies that Aψ(u) is coercive. Q.E.D. 
Combining Propositions 1， 2 and the result of Leray-Lions [4J ，we conc1ude 
PROPOSITION 3. Under the assumρtion 0/ Proposition 2， there exisお uεに (0.)0/ the 
eq仰がonAψ(u)=/ルrany given /εV-l(O). 
5. Proof of Theorem. 
We substitute ψjfor f in Proposition 3. Then there exists役ε冗(0.)of Aす(後:)=ψ1
Thus for any wεに(0.)
( A(x，お:，'1め，マ(ψω))十(B(x，U， '1役:)， ψw)=び， ψω).
Setting w = 1t-l V for any given 任C~(O) ， we see that ωεC~(O). Therefore u is the 
solution of the equation (2. 3). By the uniqueness of (2. 3) we conc1ude that u =おε九 (0).
This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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